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THETA FUNCTIONS ON THE MODULI SPACE OF PARABOLIC
BUNDLES
FRANCESCA GAVIOLI
1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth, connected projective curve of genus g ≥ 2 over the field
of complex numbers and I a finite subset of points of X . Let Mpar denote the
moduli space of semistable parabolic vector bundles of rank r, trivial determinant
and fixed parabolic structure at I. There is a natural ample line bundle Lpar on
Mpar, which is the analogue of the determinant bundle D on the moduli spaceM,
of vector bundles on X of fixed rank and determinant ([N-R] theorem 1, for rank
2, [Pa1] theorem 3.3, for any rank). In this paper we determine an integer ℓ0 such
that, if ℓ ≥ ℓ0, then Lpar
⊗ℓ is globally generated.
The analogue problem in the classical case has been studied by Faltings, Le
Potier and Popa. For vector bundles, there are natural global sections (of each
power h) of the determinant bundle, that are called theta functions (of order h).
Faltings has shown that such sections do generate D⊗h, for h ≫ 0 [F], and an ef-
fective bound on h has been given by Le Potier [LP]. Recently Popa has produced
a considerably better bound, in the sense that it does not depend on the genus g
of the curve [Po].
The parabolic case in rank 2 has been studied by Pauly [Pa2]. He produces
sections of the parabolic determinant Lpar on the moduli space of semistable par-
abolic bundles of rank 2 and trivial determinant. They generalize the sections of
type theta of the determinant line bundle. Moreover, under the assumption that
the parabolic subset I has small and even cardinality, he proves that these sections
generate the line bundle Lpar.
Our main result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let ℓ be an integer such that
ℓ ≥
[
r2
4
]
,
and suppose it is I 6= ∅. Then the linear system |Lpar⊗ℓ| is base point free.
We are actually going to prove that, for ℓ given by this bound, there exist global
sections, the parabolic analogues of theta functions, generating Lpar⊗ℓ. These sec-
tions are obtained generalizing Pauly’s method [Pa2] and will be called parabolic
theta functions. They are associated with parabolic bundles whose rank, degree
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2and parabolic invariants depend on the invariants of the bundles parametrized by
Mpar and on the order ℓ. LetM′ℓ denote the moduli space of semistable parabolic
bundles with which we associate parabolic theta functions of order ℓ.
The idea of the proof is to show that, under this assumption on ℓ, for each point
x of the moduli spaceMpar, the dimension of the subscheme of points ofM′ℓ, whose
associated parabolic theta function vanishes at x, is strictly smaller than dim(M′ℓ).
Our method of proof is inspired by Popa’s beautiful ideas [Po]. An essential step
in his proof is the estimate of the dimension of Grothendieck’s Quot scheme (see
also [Po-Ro]). This allows him to estimate the dimension of the family of bundles,
that are images of a morphism from a fixed vector bundle E.
In order to treat the parabolic case, given a point F∗ of M
′
ℓ, we first show how to
identify the zeroes of the associated section with the points E∗ ofMpar, admitting
a nonzero parabolic morphism to F∗. Particular care has then to be taken in order
to understand the family of such morphisms for which we construct a scheme that
can be seen as a parabolic analogue of Grothendieck’s Quot scheme. An estimate of
the dimension of this scheme is given by a formula (see theorem 3.6), which extends
the result of Popa and Roth [Po-Ro] to the parabolic case. The computation can
then be worked out, by applying Lange’s results on families of extensions to the
parabolic context.
Let QParX,I,n be the (algebraic) stack of quasi-parabolic vector bundles with
trivial determinant and fixed quasi-parabolic structure. It is well known that the
choice of a system α of Seshadri parabolic weights defines a notion of α-semistability
for such bundles. Actually by the classification of line bundles on QParX,I,n of
Pauly [Pa1] and Laszlo and Sorger [La-So] the choice of α also defines a line bundle
Lα on this stack and all “ample” line bundles arise this way. The above theoremmay
be applied to show that for ℓ sufficiently large, the base locus of the linear system
|L⊗ℓα | on QParX,I,n is isomorphic to the closed substack of α-unstable parabolic
bundles.
Acknowledgements. I am deeply grateful to Christoph Sorger for the interest he has
taken in this work and to Christian Pauly for several interesting and helpful discussions.
2. Parabolic bundles
A quasi-parabolic bundle (E, (fp)p∈I) on X with quasi-parabolic structure at I
is a vector bundle E on X and flags fp of the fibre of E over p, for p ∈ I:
Ep = Ep,1 ⊃ Ep,2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ep,lp ⊃ Ep,lp+1 = 0.
The positive integers ni(p) = rk(Ep,i/Ep,i+1) are the multiplicities of (E, (fp)p∈I)
at p and lp is the length of the flag fp. Let ri(p) denote
∑i
j=1 ni(p).
This is equivalent to considering filtered locally free sheaves
E = E(p,1) ⊃ E(p,2) ⊃ · · · ⊃ E(p,lp) ⊃ E(p,lp+1) = E(−p),
where E(p,i) = ker(E ։ Ep ։ Ep/Ep,i). This filtration will again be denoted by
fp. Here the multiplicities are defined as the integers ni(p) = deg(E(p,i)/E(p,i+1)).
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Let Flagn1,...,nl(Ep) be the flag variety of Ep of type (n1, . . . , nl). It is an irreducible
projective variety of dimension dn1,...,nl =
∑
i>j
ninj .
Let E
q
։ G be a quotient bundle of E. Then a quasi-parabolic structure on E
induces a quasi-parabolic structure on G: let hp,i be the injection E(p,i) →֒ E and
denote G(p,i) = Im(qhp,i). Then the quotient morphism induces a filtration at each
parabolic point
G = G(p,1) ⊇ G(p,2) ⊇ · · · ⊇ G(p,lp) ⊇ G(p,lp+1) = G(−p).
By considering the distinct locally free sheaves of each filtration, this defines a
quasi-parabolic structure on G. It is induced by the one on E in the sense that
the morphism q is naturally compatible with the filtrations. Dually, there is a nat-
ural induced quasi-parabolic structure on a subbundle H
j
→֒ E: if π = coker (j),
then it is obtained by letting H(p,i) = ker(πhp,i). In other words, H(p,i) = H∩E(p,i).
Let (V ′′, (fpV ′′)p∈I) (respectively, (V
′, (fV
′
p )p∈I)) denote the quasi-parabolic struc-
ture induced by (E, (fp)p∈I) on a quotient bundle V
′′ (respectively, a subbundle V ′).
A parabolic bundle E∗ on X is a quasi-parabolic bundle with, for all p ∈ I, a
sequence of real numbers
0 ≤ α1(p) < α2(p) < · · · < αlp(p) < 1,
attached to the flag at p. These numbers are called parabolic weights. It is con-
venient to introduce Simpson’s equivalent definition [Si] of a parabolic bundle as a
filtered vector bundle. In the notations of [M-Y], [Y], a parabolic bundle is:
- for all α ∈ R, a locally free sheaf Eα on X and an isomorphism
jα : Eα(−
∑
p∈I
p) ∼→ Eα+1,
- for all α, β ∈ R, such that α ≥ β, an injective morphism iα,βE∗ : Eα →֒ Eβ , such
that the diagram
Eα+1
 
i
α,α+1
E∗ // Eα
Eα(−
∑
p∈I p)
jα
OO
  // Eα
id
OO
commutes,
- a sequence of real numbers 0 ≤ α1 < α2 < · · · < αL < 1, such that i
α,αi
E∗
is an
isomorphism Eα ∼= Eαi , for all α ∈ ]αi−1, αi].
As a convention for a parabolic bundle E∗ the sheaf E = E0 is called the under-
lying vector bundle and for α ∈ R+ the morphisms of the parabolic structure will
be denoted by iαE : = i
α,0
E∗
and παE : = coker (i
α
E).
Let E∗ and F∗ be parabolic bundles on X , with parabolic structure at I. A
morphism ϕ : E → F is parabolic if, for all α ∈ R+, the composition παFϕi
α
E is the
4zero morphism. This produces a morphism
0 // Eα
iαE //


 E
//
ϕ

E/Eα // 0
0 // Fα // F
παF // F/Fα // 0
that will be denoted by ϕα : Eα → Fα. The notation ϕ∗ : E∗ → F∗, means that ϕ
is parabolic.
Consider the sheaf defined by
Hom(E∗, F∗)(U) = {ϕ
U
∗ : E∗|U → F∗|U}.
By definition of parabolic morphism, it is a subsheaf of Hom(E,F ) and for all open
subset U ⊂ X , such that I∩U = ∅, it actually isHom(E∗, F∗)(U) = Hom(E,F )(U).
Thus the quotient sheaf is a torsion sheaf with support at I that can be described
in terms of the parabolic structures of E∗ and F∗; this is done in [B-H], lemma
2.4: suppose for simplicity that I = {p} and let (α1, . . . , αl) be the weights,
nE∗i = deg(Eαi/Eαi+1) the multiplicities of E∗, (β1, . . . , βh) the weights, n
F∗
j =
deg(Fβj/Fβj+1) the multiplicities of F∗. Then there is a short exact sequence
0 // Hom(E∗, F∗) // Hom(E,F ) // τE∗,F∗ // 0,(1)
where τE∗,F∗ is a torsion sheaf supported at p of degree
h0(X, τE∗,F∗) =
∑
i,j
αi>βj
nE∗i n
F∗
j .
This is a consequence of the fact that a morphism ϕ : E → F is parabolic, if and
only if the linear map over the parabolic point
ϕp = (ϕi,j) :
⊕
i
Eαi/Eαi+1 −→
⊕
j
Fβj/Fβj+1
is such that ϕi,j = 0, for all αi > βj . Hence the fiber of τE∗,F∗ at p is isomorphic to⊕
αi>βj
(Eαi/Eαi+1)
∨ ⊗ Fβj/Fβj+1 .
For a general parabolic subset I, the degree of the torsion sheaf τE∗,F∗ can be
computed as
h0(X, τE∗,F∗) =
∑
p∈I
∑
i,j
αi(p)>βj (p)
nE∗i (p)n
F∗
j (p).
Let χ(E∗, F∗) denote χ(Hom(E∗, F∗)). By Riemann-Roch formula and the exact
sequence (1), this Euler characteristic can be computed as
χ(E∗, F∗) = rk(E) deg(F )− rk(F ) deg(E) + rk(E) rk(F )(1 − g)− h
0(τE∗,F∗).
The group of global sectionsH0(Hom(E∗, F∗)) is the group of parabolic morphisms,
Hom(E∗, F∗). The first cohomology group H
1(Hom(E∗, F∗)) is, by [Y] lemma 1.4,
isomorphic to the group of isomorphism classes of parabolic extensions of F∗ by
E∗ and is denoted by Ext
1(E∗, F∗). By definition, a parabolic extension is a short
exact sequence
0 // E′∗
i∗ // E∗
p∗ // E′′∗ // 0,
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two parabolic extensions being isomorphic, if there is a parabolic isomorphism of
extensions.
Recall the definitions of the parabolic invariants of E∗. Let d = deg(E) and
r = rk(E); the parabolic degree of E∗ is defined as the real number
deg(E∗) = deg(E) +
∑
p∈I
lp∑
i=1
ni(p)αi(p)
and can be computed as the integral∫ 1
0
deg(Eα)dα+ r|I| =
∫ 0
−1
deg(Eα)dα.
The parabolic Hilbert polynomial is
P(E(m)∗) = deg(E(m)∗) + r(1 − g) = deg(E∗) + r(m + 1− g)
and the parabolic slope is µ(E∗) =
deg(E∗)
r
.
Let E∗ be a parabolic bundle and E ։ G a quotient vector bundle. Consider the
parabolic structure obtained by the induced quasi-parabolic structure, weighted as
the one of E∗. This parabolic structure is said to be the one induced on G by E∗
and will be denoted by G∗. Dually, all subbundle H →֒ E has an induced parabolic
structure, that will be denoted by H∗. Recall the notations of the induced quasi-
parabolic structure. For all p ∈ I and i = 1, . . . , lp, consider the integers n′′i (p) =
deg(G(i)/G(i+1)). They verify 0 ≤ n
′′
i (p) ≤ ni(p) and n
′′
1(p) + · · ·+ n
′′
lp
(p) = rk(G).
Then we can easily check the equality
deg(G∗) = deg(G) +
∑
p∈I
lp∑
i=1
n′′i (p)αi(p).
Remark 2.1. For all parabolic structure G∗′ (respectively, H∗′), such that E∗ ։
G∗′ (respectively, H∗′ →֒ E∗) is parabolic, it is deg(G∗) ≤ deg(G∗′) (respectively,
deg(H∗) ≥ deg(H∗′)).
Definition 2.2. A parabolic bundle E∗ is semistable if, for all quotient bundle
E ։ G, the inequality µ(E∗) ≤ µ(G∗) holds. A semistable bundle is stable if the
inequality is strict, whenever G is a nontrivial quotient of E.
Suppose, to simplify the formulation of the following basic facts, that I = {p}.
It is easily seen, that the (semi)stability of a parabolic bundle, as a function of
the weights, just depends on their differences. More precisely, let E∗′ be the bundle
with same quasi-parabolic structure as E∗ and weights
0 ≤ 0 < δ1 < · · · < δ1 + · · ·+ δl−1 < 1,
where δi = αi+1 − αi. Then E∗ is (semi)stable if and only if E∗′ is (semi)stable.
Thus we can (and will) assume in the following that the smallest weight at each
parabolic point is zero. With the notations of [B-H] this means that we represent
the weights in the face ∂0W of W .
6It will be useful to remark that this assumption allows to write the parabolic degree
as
deg(E∗) = deg(E) +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)δj(p).
As it is shown in [Me-S], § 2 the (semi)stability condition actually depends on
rational weights, i.e. there is a rational system of weights (α′1, . . . , α
′
l), such that
E∗ is (semi)stable if and only if it is (semi)stable with respect to the weights (α
′
j).
For this reason, in what follows we consider rational weights.
With the notations of [B-H] for the variation of the (semi)stability condition,
for a fixed quasi-parabolic structure there exists an open subset of the space of
weights W such that, for any system of weights in this open subset, the condition
of semistability is equivalent to the condition of stability. Actually, this open subset
is the complement of a union of hyperplanes [Me-S], that we will call Seshadri walls.
Writing the weights (αi) as rational numbers αi =
ai
k
, these hyperplanes are given
by the equations h = (r, k deg(E∗)), for some integer h ≥ 2.
3. The schemes of quasi-parabolic and parabolic quotients
Let (E, f) be a rank r vector bundle endowed with a quasi-parabolic structure at
p of multiplicities (n1, . . . , nl). Consider the set of quotient bundles G of E, whose
induced quasi-parabolic structure is of fixed type (n′′1 , . . . , n
′′
l ), that is if (G, fG) is
the induced structure, then fG ∈ Flagn′′1 ,...,n′′l (Gp). In fact this set can be equipped
with a natural algebraic structure: in the first part of this section we construct a
subscheme of Grothendieck’s scheme of quotients, parametrizing quotient bundles
of fixed induced multiplicities.
The same construction applies to the case of quotients of a parabolic bundle E∗.
This produces a scheme parametrizing quotient bundles of fixed induced parabolic
type.
Let Quotr′′,d′′(E) be the scheme of quotients of E of rank r
′′ and degree d′′ and
let Quotor′′,d′′(E) denote the open subscheme of quotients E
q
։ G, such that G is a
locally free sheaf. Denote by πX , πQ the projections of X×Quot
o
r′′,d′′(E) on X and
Quotor′′,d′′(E) respectively and π
∗
X(E)
π
։ G the universal quotient. The morphism
hi : E(i) → E produces an injective morphism π
∗
Xhi of locally free sheaves on
X ×Quotor′′,d′′(E) and the image of the composition ππ
∗
X(hi) is a subsheaf G(i) of
the universal family of quotients G:
. . . // π∗XE(3)
  π
∗
X(h3)//
π3

π∗XE(2)
 π
∗
X (h2)//
π2

π∗XE
π

. . . // G(3)
  // G(2)
  // G
.
There is a flattening stratification of G(2) on X ×Quot
o
r′′,d′′(E). Thus we can write
the scheme of locally free quotients as a disjoint union
Quotor′′,d′′(E) =
r′′∐
ν1=0
Qν1
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where, set theoretically, the scheme Qν1 consists of those quotients that can be seen
as points of Quotr′′,d′′−ν1(E(2)) via the induced surjective map:
Qν1 = {[E
q
։ G] ∈ Quotor′′,d′′(E)| deg(G(2)) = d
′′ − ν1}.
Restrict the filtration of the universal family to the stratum Qν1 and consider the
sheaf G(3) as an OX×Qν1 -module. Then there is a flattening stratification of Qν1
with respect to the family G(3), hence we can write:
Qν1 =
r′′∐
ν2=0
Qν1ν2 .
Thus, taking flattening stratifications of each stratum, we end up with a stratifica-
tion of Qν1...νi−1 , with respect to G(i+1):
Qν1...νi−1 =
r′′∐
νi=0
Qν1...νi−1νi .
Remark 3.1. Let ν1, . . . , νi be positive integers such that ν1+ · · ·+ νi > r
′′. Then
the stratum Qν1...νi is empty.
This is straightforward, since there is a natural isomorphism G(l+1)
∼→ G(−p) =
G ⊗ π∗XOX(−p).
Thus, the induced quasi-parabolic type on quotients gives a stratification of
Grothendieck’s scheme of locally free quotients
Quotor′′,d′′(E) =
r′′∐
ν1+···+νl−1=0
Qν1...νl−1 .
Definition 3.2. Let (n′′1 , . . . , n
′′
l ) be integers, such that 0 ≤ n
′′
i ≤ ni and n
′′
1 +
· · ·+ n′′l = r
′′. We define the scheme of quasi-parabolic quotients of (E, f) of type
(n′′1 , . . . , n
′′
l ) as the stratum Qn′′1 ...n′′l−1 and will denote it by Quot
qpar
(n′′
i
),d′′(E, f).
Let I ⊂ X be a finite subset of points and (E, (fp)p∈I) a quasi-parabolic structure
on E. Then quotient bundles of E of rank r′′, degree d′′ and fixed induced quasi-
parabolic type are parametrized by a locally closed subscheme of Grothendieck’s
scheme of quotients. Let ((n′′i (p))p∈I) be integers such that, for all p ∈ I, it is
0 ≤ n′′i (p) ≤ ni(p), for all i = 1, . . . , lp and
∑
i n
′′
i (p) = r
′′. We define the scheme
of quasi-parabolic quotients of (E, (fp)p∈I) of type ((n
′′
i (p))p∈I) as the intersection
Quotqpar((n′′i (p))p∈I ),d′′
(E, (fp)p∈I) =
⋂
p∈I
Quotqpar(n′′i (p)),d′′
(E, fp).
Let E∗ be a parabolic bundle. The construction of the scheme of quotients of
E∗ of fixed induced parabolic structure is completely analogue to the construction
of the scheme of quasi-parabolic quotients. It is enough to consider flattening
stratifications of the families Gαi :
. . . // π∗XEα2
 
π∗X(i
α2,α1
E∗
)
//
πα2

π∗XEα1
 
π∗X(i
α1
E∗
)
//
πα1

π∗XE
π

. . . // Gα2
  // Gα1
  // G
.
8The strata are here determined by the Hilbert polynomials at the weights αi. This
fixes the parabolic Hilbert polynomial of the quotients, since this is determined by
the Hilbert polynomials at each weight.
There are more useful multiplicities than the quasi-parabolic ones, that we in-
troduce here, since they better fit to the parabolic filtration. For a point of
a stratum, represented by a quotient bundle G∗, let n
′′
α1
be the positive inte-
ger defined by deg(Gα1) = d
′′ − n′′α1 and in general n
′′
αi
the integer such that
deg(Gαi) = deg(Gαi−1 ) − n
′′
αi
. In analogy with the quasi-parabolic multiplicities,
we will denote r′′αi =
∑i
j=1 n
′′
αj
.
By letting α0 = 0 the parabolic degree d
′′
∗ can be viewed as a polynomial in the
weights, in fact it can be computed as
d′′∗ = d
′′ +
L+1∑
i=1
n′′αiαi−1.
The parabolic structure induced on a quotient bundle G of E∗ is determined by
the decreasing step function, that we denote by s∗, associated with the collection
of the degrees at each weight, that is the parabolic degree function
α 7→ sα = deg(Gα).
Remark that, if s∗ and s
′
∗ are the parabolic degree functions of quotient bundles V
and W of E∗ of same rank r
′′, for all β ∈ R it is s1+β = sβ − r′′|I| and the same
holds for s′∗, hence the function s∗ − s
′
∗ is periodic of period 1 and
∫ β+1
β
sα − s
′
αdα = deg(V∗)− deg(W∗).
Definition 3.3. We define the scheme of parabolic quotients of E∗ of rank r
′′ and
induced parabolic type s∗ as the stratum corresponding to the parabolic degree func-
tion s∗ and will denote it by Quot
par
r′′,s∗
(E∗).
Remark 3.4. This construction allows to consider an algebraic structure on a
scheme parametrizing parabolic quotient bundles, with possibly different underly-
ing quasi-parabolic structures.
For instance, consider a parabolic bundle E∗ on X at I = {p, q} of rank r and
weight 0 < α1(p) = α1(q) = α < 1 and suppose its underlying quasi-parabolic
structure is such that ni(p), ni(q) ≥ r′′, for i = 1, 2. Let s∗ be a parabolic degree
function of quotient bundles of E of rank r′′ and degree d′′, defined by s0 = d
′′ and
sα = d
′′ − r′′.
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d′′
d′′ − r′′
d′′ − 2r′′
α 1
s∗
Then the function s∗ corresponds to r
′′ + 1 quasi-parabolic structures, i.e. as a
set Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗) is the following disjoint union
r′′∐
k=0
Quotqpar(k,r′′−k),d′′(E, fp) ∩Quot
qpar
(r′′−k,k),d′′(E, fq).
Let dr′′,∗ denote the minimal parabolic degree of a rank r
′′ quotient bundle of
E. We denote by s¯∗ a parabolic degree function whose parabolic degree is dr′′,∗,
that is
∫ 0
−1 s¯αdα = dr′′,∗.
For a parabolic structure ∗ on E, we denote by ∗′ a parabolic structure obtained
from ∗ by dropping one weight. For instance, consider the parabolic structure
obtained by dropping the highest weight αL:
E ⊃ Eα1 ⊃ Eα2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ EαL−1 ⊃ E(−
∑
p∈I
p).
Then a parabolic degree function s∗ for quotient bundles of rank r
′′ completely
determines the parabolic degree function for the structure ∗′ and we denote it by
s′∗′ . This means that the stratum Quot
par
r′′,s∗
(E∗) naturally is a substratum of the
scheme Quotpar
r′′,s′
∗′
(E∗′). Remark that the parabolic degree of these strata are such
that ∫ 0
−1
s′αdα =
∫ 0
−1
sαdα− (αL − αL−1)n
′′
αL+1
.(2)
Remark 3.5. Consider a parabolic degree function s∗ for which the last multi-
plicity is maximal, that is n′′αL+1 = min{nαL+1, r
′′|I|}. Let d′′∗ denote the parabolic
degree of this stratum and d′′∗′ denote the parabolic degree of the stratum s
′
∗′ . Then
equality (2) is
d′′∗′ = d
′′
∗ − (αL − αL−1)n
′′
αL+1
.
Let E ։ V be a quotient vector bundle of E of rank r′′. Denote by d¯∗ = deg(V∗)
and d¯∗′ = deg(V∗′) the parabolic degrees with respect to the structures induced by
∗ and ∗′ respectively. Then there exists an integer n for which equality (2) can be
written as
d¯∗′ = d¯∗ − (αL − αL−1)n.
Note that, since we assume that n′′αL+1 is maximal, it is n
′′
αL+1
− n ≤ 0. This
translates into the following inequality, on the differences of parabolic degrees
d′′∗′ − d¯∗′ = d
′′
∗ − d¯∗ − (αL − αL−1)(n
′′
αL+1
− n) ≤ d′′∗ − d¯∗.(3)
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In particular, if V is in a stratum corresponding to the minimal parabolic degree
dr′′,∗′ , inequality (3) and the fact that for all quotient bundle V it is deg(V∗) ≤ dr′′,∗,
imply the following inequality
d′′∗′ − dr′′,∗′ = d
′′
∗′ − deg(V∗′) ≤ d
′′
∗ − deg(V∗) ≤ d
′′
∗ − dr′′,∗.
We still denote by d′′∗ the parabolic degree of the stratum s∗. We want to prove
the following estimate for the dimension of the parabolic strata.
Theorem 3.6. With the notations above, it is
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)) ≤ r
′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗).
Remark 3.7. This estimate depends on the parabolic invariants of the stratum.
In Appendix B we study the example of rank 2 parabolic bundles and show how,
under some hypotheses, it is possible to get an estimate depending on the invariants
of the underlying vector bundles of the stratum.
Proof: The proof goes by induction on the number of weights. For L = 0 the
statement is given by the estimate of Popa and Roth [Po-Ro], theorem 4.1 on the
dimension of Grothendieck’s scheme of quotients.
We have to prove that the statement holds for L weights, provided it holds for
L − 1 weights. We prove it in two steps. The first one consists in proving the
statement for L weights and under the assumption that n′′αL+1 is maximal. The
second step consists in drawing the general case from the first step.
First step
Consider the parabolic structure ∗′ obtained from ∗ by dropping αL. We still denote
by s′∗′ the parabolic degree function induced by s∗ with respect to the structure ∗
′.
Then there is an obvious inequality
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)) ≤ dim(Quot
par
r′′,s′
∗′
(E∗′))
and since the parabolic structure ∗′ has L−1 weights, the statement for the estimate
of the dimension of Quotpar
r′′,s′
∗′
(E∗′) holds by the induction hypothesis. From this
inequality and remark 3.5 it follows
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗))
≤ dim(Quotpar
r′′,s′
∗′
(E∗′ )) ≤ r′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗′ − dr′′,∗′)
≤ r′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗).
This proves the statement for the strata of a parabolic structure with L weights,
whose last multiplicity is maximal.
Remark 3.8. We have actually proved that the statement holds for all strata for
which there is an i ∈ {1, . . . , L + 1} such that n′′αi is maximal. This is due to the
fact that the parabolic strata are obtained by successive flattening stratifications
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and do not depend on the “origin” chosen for the filtration of the parabolic bundle.
This translates into an isomorphism
Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)
∼= Quot
par
r′′,s[δ]∗
(E[δ]∗)
for all δ ∈ R, where E[δ]∗ is the parabolic bundle E∗ shifted by δ (see [Y], definition
1.1) defined by (E[δ]∗)α = Eα+δ and s[δ]∗ is the shifted parabolic degree function,
that is s[δ]α = sδ+α.
Second step
We have to show that the result still holds when the multiplicities n′′αi are such that
no one of them is maximal. Of course, since r′′ > 0 there is a nonzero multiplicity.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that it is
0 < n′′α1 < min{nα1 , r
′′|I|} ≤ nα1 .
We are going to need to add a (harmless) vector bundle in the filtration of E∗, in
order to conclude for the second step of the proof.
Lemma 3.9. There exists a vector bundle E˜ on X such that E ⊃ E˜ ⊃ Eα1 and
deg(E˜) = deg(Eα1 )+n
′′
α1
for which, if we consider the parabolic structure ∗˜ obtained
from ∗ by adding E˜ to the structure ∗ with weight α˜ ∈]0, α1[, that is if ∗˜ is given by
E ⊃ E˜ = Eα˜ ⊃ Eα1 ⊃ Eα2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ EαL ⊃ E(−
∑
p∈I
p),
then it is
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)) = dim(Quot
par
r′′,s˜∗˜
(E∗˜)),
where s˜∗˜ is the parabolic degree function with same values as s∗ at all α ∈ {α0, . . . , αL}
and s˜α˜ = d
′′ = s˜0.
This lemma allows to finish the induction argument. Fix a parabolic structure ∗˜
as in the lemma and consider ∗˜′ the parabolic structure obtained from ∗˜ by dropping
α0. The parabolic structure ∗˜
′ has L weights and the stratum associated with s˜′∗˜′
has maximal first multiplicity. Remark that the parabolic degree d′′∗˜′ of the stratum
s˜′∗˜′ is such that
d′′∗˜′ = d
′′
∗˜ = d
′′
∗ + α˜n
′′
α1
.
d′′
d′′ − n′′α1
d′′ − (n′′α1 + · · ·+ n
′′
αL
)
d′′ − r′′|I|
α˜
α1 αL−1 αL 1
1 + α˜
s∗, s˜∗˜
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We have the inclusion
Quotparr′′,s˜∗˜(E∗˜) ⊆ Quot
par
r′′,s˜′
∗˜′
(E˜∗˜′).
From this inclusion and lemma 3.9 we get the inequality
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)) = dim(Quot
par
r′′,s˜∗˜
(E∗˜)) ≤ dim(Quot
par
r′′,s˜′
∗˜′
(E˜∗˜′)).
By the first step of the induction argument, the last dimension is less than or
equal to
r′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗˜′ − dr′′,∗˜′).
Let s¯∗˜′ be a parabolic degree function realizing the minimal parabolic degree dr′′,∗˜′ .
By remark 3.5, it is
d′′∗˜′ − dr′′,∗˜′ ≤ d
′′
∗˜ − d¯∗˜,
where d¯∗˜ is the parabolic degree of some vector bundle V¯ of the stratum s¯∗˜′ . More-
over, if we denote by d¯∗ the parabolic degree of V¯ with respect to the original par-
abolic structure ∗, since the structure ∗˜ has one weight more than ∗, it is d¯∗˜ ≥ d¯∗.
Thus we get
d′′∗˜′ − dr′′,∗˜′ ≤ d
′′
∗˜ − d¯∗˜ ≤ d
′′
∗˜ − d¯∗.
Recalling the expression of d′′∗˜ , we get the inequality
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)) ≤ r
′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ + α˜n
′′
α1
− d¯∗)
≤ r′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗ + α˜n
′′
α1
).
Then in order to get the inequality of the statement it is enough to remark that,
according to lemma 3.9, we can choose α˜ as small as we like. 
Proof of lemma 3.9: It will be enough to prove that
dim(Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗)) ≤ dim(Quot
par
r′′,s˜∗˜
(E∗˜)),
that is, to find some subscheme of the substratum associated with s˜∗˜ with same
dimension as the stratum associated with s∗. Let Q be an irreducible component
of Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗) of maximal dimension and let V be a quotient bundle of E, rep-
resenting a point of Q. By assumption on the function s∗ it is
deg(Eα1/E(−
∑
p∈I
p)) = nα2 + · · ·+ nαL+1 >
deg(Vα1/V (−
∑
p∈I
p)) = n′′α2 + · · ·+ n
′′
αL+1
and moreover, since n′′α1 > 0, it is n
′′
α2
+ · · · + n′′αL+1 < r
′′|I|. Translating this
into quasi-parabolic conditions, this means that there are some p ∈ I such that
α1(p) = α1 and at p the induced parabolic structure is a strict inclusion in the fiber
of V :
Ep
q // // Vp
Ep,2
?
i
OO
// // Vp,2 = Im(qi)
?
OO
On the other hand, we can add the missing generators of Vp at such points: we can
choose a subset I ′ ⊆ I of points such that α1(p) = α1 and at these points add a
linear subspaceHp,2 to Ep,2, with rk(Hp,2) = rk(Vp/Vp,2) for which the composition
Hp,2 ⊕ Ep,2 →֒ Ep ։ Vp
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has rank r′′ and
∑
p∈I′ rk(Hp,2) = n
′′
α1
. It is enough to choose the vector space
Hp,2 as the image of a section of the surjective linear map
Ep ։ Vp/Vp,2.
The parabolic structure ∗˜ is obtained by enriching the flags of the quasi-parabolic
structures at the points of I ′ in the following way:
Ep ⊃ Hp,2 ⊕ Ep,2 ⊃ Ep,2 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ep,lp ⊃ 0
with weights (αi(p)) = (α˜, α1(p), . . . , αlp(p)). This means that V represents a point
of the substratum Quotparr′′,s˜∗˜(E∗˜). All is left to check is that this is true in an open
neighbourhood of V in Q.
By semi-continuity of the rank, the composed linear map
Hp,2 ⊕ Ep,2 →֒ Ep ։W
has rank r′′, for all vector spaces W in an open neighbourhood Up of the isomor-
phism class of the fiber Vp in the grassmannian Gp = Grassr′′(Ep). Hence the
induced quasi-parabolic filtration is of the same type, for all vector bundle in an
open neighbourhood of V . Recall that all the points of the parabolic strata are
vector bundles and consider, for all p ∈ I ′, the map
ǫp : Q→ Gp, [E
π
։W ] 7→ [Ep
πp
։Wp].
Let Q′ be the open subscheme of Q defined as the intersection
Q′ =
⋂
p∈I′
ǫ−1p (Up).
Since Q is irreducible, we have dim(Q′) = dim(Q) and by construction Q′ is a
subscheme of Quotparr′′,s˜∗˜(E∗˜). 
4. Sections of the line bundle Lpar
Let Mpar denote the moduli space of parabolic bundles on X of rank r, trivial
determinant and parabolic structure at I of multiplicities ((n1(p), . . . , nlp(p))p∈I)
and weights
0 ≤ α1(p) = 0 < α2(p) < α3(p) < · · · < αlp(p) < 1.
Let ((d1(p), . . . , dlp−1(p))p∈I , k) be strictly positive integers such that, for all j =
2, . . . , lp, the weights at p can be written as αj(p) =
1
k
j−1∑
h=1
dh(p).
A family E∗ of parabolic bundles at I, of rank r, trivial determinant, multiplicities
((ni(p))p∈I) and weights ((dj(p))p∈I , k) parametrized by a scheme S is a vector
bundle E over X × S of rank r, such that det(E) = OX×S and, for all p ∈ I,
quotient bundles Qi(p) of E|{p}×S , of rank ri(p) = n1(p) + · · · + ni(p), such that,
by letting Ki(p) denote the kernel
0 // Ki(p) = ker(πi(p)) // E|{p}×S
πi(p) // Qi(p) // 0,
then Ki(p) ⊂ Ki−1(p) for all i = 1 . . . , lp − 1. The family is parabolic in the sense
that, for all s ∈ S the vector bundle Es, has the quasi-parabolic structure
Esp ⊃ K1(p)s ⊃ · · · ⊃ Kl−1(p)s ⊃ 0
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and weights ((dj(p))p∈I , k). Actually the family E has a weighted filtration, induced
by the quotients Qi(p), that is
E = E0 ⊃ Eδ1(p) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Eδ1(p)+···+δlp−1(p) ⊃ E1 = E ⊗ π
∗
XOX(−p),
where δj(p) =
dj(p)
k
and Qj(p) ∼= E/Eδ1(p)+···+δj(p). Suppose that the family
is semistable and let φS : S → Mpar the modular morphism. Suppose that∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p)
r
∈ Z and let Lpar(E∗) be the line bundle on S defined as the
tensor product
Lpar(E∗) = (detRπSE)
⊗k ⊗
⊗
p∈I
⊗
j
(detQj(p))
⊗dj(p) ⊗ (det E|{q}×S)
⊗e.
Here e is an integer depending on the parabolic structure defined by
e =
1
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p) + k(1− g)−
∑
p∈I
∑
j
dj(p).
Theorem 4.1. ([N-R], theorem 1, for rank 2; [Pa1], theorem 3.3, for arbitrary
rank) There exists a unique ample line bundle Lpar over Mpar such that, for all
semistable parabolic family E∗ parametrized by S, it is φ
∗
SL
par = Lpar(E∗).
In the case of rank two parabolic bundles, Pauly gives in [Pa2] a method to
produce sections of Lpar of type theta. In what follows, we extend his method to
the rank r case and produce sections of Lpar⊗h, for all h ∈ N.
Let E∗, F∗ be families of parabolic bundles on I, parametrized by S, of quotients
and flags respectively
0 −→ Eα
iα−→ E
pα
−→ Qα −→ 0 0→ Ki(p)→ E|{p}×S → Qi(p)→ 0,
0 −→ Fα
i′α−→ F
p′α−→ Q′α −→ 0 0→ K
′
j(p)→ F|{p}×S → Q
′
j(p)→ 0.
A morphism ϕ : E → F of vector bundles is parabolic if the composed map p′αϕiα
is the zero morphism, for all α ∈ R+. The sheaf of parabolic homomorphisms is
a locally free subsheaf of Hom(E ,F), that will be denoted by Hom(E∗,F∗). The
quotient sheaf coker (Hom(E∗,F∗) →֒ Hom(E ,F)) is a family of torsion sheaves
parametrized by S whose support is contained in the parabolic subset I, that we
denote by TE∗,F∗ .
The sheaf Hom(E∗,F∗) is the family on S parametrizing the sheaves of parabolic
morphisms between bundles of the families, that is for all s ∈ S there is a natural
isomorphism
Hom(E∗s,F∗s) ∼= Hom(E∗,F∗)s.
Let F be a vector bundle on X of rank hk such that
deg(F ) =
h
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p) + hk(g − 1)
and let F∗ be a parabolic structure at I of multiplicities
((hd1(p), . . . , hdlp−1(p), hk − h
∑
j
dj(p))p∈I)
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and weights ((dj(p))p∈I , k). Let π
∗
XF∗ be the constant family of parabolic bundles
of value F∗, parametrized by S. For s ∈ S, let E∗s denote the parabolic bundle of
E∗ over s. Then it is
χ(E∗s, F∗)
= rhk(µ(E∗s) + (g − 1))− hk deg(Es) + rhk(1 − g)−
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
nE∗si (p)n
F∗
j (p)
= h
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p)−
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)hdj(p) = 0.
Fix a basis of Fp =
⊕
j
Fp,j/Fp,j+1 and let TE∗,F∗ denote the family of torsion
sheaves of the short exact sequence of parabolic morphisms
0→ Hom(E∗, π
∗
XF∗)→ Hom(E , π
∗
XF )
p
→ TE∗,F∗ → 0.(4)
Lemma 4.2. With the notations above, it is
detRπS Hom(E∗, π
∗
XF∗)
∼= Lpar(E∗)
⊗h.
Proof: By the short exact sequence (4) there is a natural isomorphism
detRπS Hom(E∗, π
∗
XF∗)
∼= (detRπS Hom(E , π
∗
XF ))⊗ (detRπSTE∗,F∗)
∨.
By Serre duality theorem, [Pa2], lemma 3.4, there is an isomorphism
detRπS Hom(E , π
∗
XF ) = detRπSE
∨ ⊗ π∗XF ∼= detRπSE ⊗ π
∗
X(F
∨ ⊗KX).
The vector bundle det E|{q}×S is independent of q ∈ X and by [Pa2], lemma 3.5 it
follows that
detRπSE ⊗ π
∗
X(F
∨ ⊗KX) ∼= (detRπSE)
⊗hk ⊗ (det E|{q}×S)
⊗−deg(F∨⊗KX).
Now, since the degree of F∨ ⊗ KX can be computed as
deg(F∨ ⊗KX) = hk deg(KX)− deg(F ) = hk(g − 1)−
h
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p),
the first determinant bundle is isomorphic to
detRπS Hom(E , π
∗
XF )
∼= (detRπSE)
⊗hk
⊗(det E|{q}×S)
⊗h
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p)+hk(1−g).
The sheaf TE∗,F∗ is a family of skyscraper sheaves supported at I, hence the sheaf
R1πS∗TE∗,F∗ is zero and there is an isomorphism
πS∗TE∗,F∗ ∼=
⊕
p∈I
lp−1⊕
j=1
Kj(p)
∨ ⊗O
hdj(p)
S .
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Thus the second determinant can be computed as follows
(detRπSTE∗,F∗)
∨ ∼= det
⊕
p∈I
lp−1⊕
j=1
Kj(p)
∨ ⊗O
hdj(p)
S
∼=
⊗
p∈I
lp−1⊗
j=1
det(Kj(p)
∨ ⊗O
hdj(p)
S )
∼=
⊗
p∈I
lp−1⊗
j=1
(detKj(p)
∨)⊗hdj(p).
By definition, it is Ki(p) = ker(πi(p)) and this yields the isomorphism
⊗
p∈I
lp−1⊗
j=1
(detKj(p)
∨
)⊗hdj(p) ∼=
⊗
p∈I
lp−1⊗
j=1
(detQj(p))
⊗hdj(p) ⊗ (det E∨|{p}×S)
⊗hdj(p).
The lemma then follows from the fact that for all p ∈ I there is a natural isomor-
phism det E|{q}×S ∼= det E|{p}×S and the equality
he =
h
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p) + hk(1− g)− h
∑
p∈I
∑
j
dj(p).

Let F be a quasi-coherent OX×S-module, flat over S. Recall how one obtains
a complex that is quasi-isomorphic to RπSF . By the relative version of Serre A
theorem, there is an integer m0 such that, if m ≥ m0, the natural evaluation
morphism
K0 = π
∗
XOX(−m)⊗ π
∗
XπX∗F(m)
q
։ F
is surjective. Since deg(OX(−m)) < 0, it is πS∗K0 = 0 and if we denote by
K1 = ker q it is πS∗K1 = 0 as well. Moreover the higher direct image sheaves
L1 = R1πS∗K1, L0 = R
1πS∗K0 are locally free. Hence the short exact sequence
0 // K1
i // K0
q // F // 0
yields the long exact sequence in cohomology
0 // πS∗F // R1πS∗K1
R1πS∗i// R1πS∗K0 // R
1πS∗F // 0
and there is a natural isomorphism detRπSF ∼= detL0 ⊗ detL∨1 .
Let 0 → L1
ν
→ L0 → 0 be a complex of locally free sheaves on X × S,
quasi-isomorphic to RπS Hom(E∗, π
∗
XF∗). The hypothesis on the Euler charac-
teristic χ(E∗s, F∗) = 0, for all s ∈ S, is equivalent to the assumption that the
locally free sheaves Li have same rank and the morphism of vector bundles det ν :
detL1 → detL0 defines a section of (detL1)
∨⊗detL0 = detRπS Hom(E∗, π
∗
XF∗)
∼=
Lpar(E∗)⊗h, that we denote by θ
E∗
F∗
. This section is zero at a point s ∈ S, if and
only if
dim(Hom(E∗s, F∗)) = dim(Ext
1(E∗s, F∗)) 6= 0.
To show that this produces a section of the line bundle on the moduli space
Mpar, recall its construction (see, for instance, [Pa1], theorem 2.3). Let Q be the
scheme of quotients of rank r and trivial determinant of O
P (n)
X (−n), where P is the
Hilbert polynomial of such quotients and n is an integer, n≫ 0. Let Ω denote the
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open subset of Q of locally free quotients, F the universal family of quotients on
X × Ω and Fp the flag varieties bundle of multiplicities (n1(p), . . . , nlp(p))
Fp = F lag(n1(p),...,nlp(p))(F|{p}×Ω)
π(p)
։ Ω.
Let Qi(p) denote the universal quotients on Fp and let R be the fibred product of
the Fp’s, for p ∈ I, over Ω. We still denote by F∗ and Qi(p) the universal fami-
lies obtained by pullback to R. The parabolic family F∗, with parabolic quotients
(Qi(p)), is locally a universal family of parabolic bundles. Let Rss be the open
subscheme of R of semistable parabolic bundles. Then Mpar is obtained as the
good quotient of Rss for the natural action of SL(P (n)).
Consider the line bundle Lpar(F∗) on Rss. By [Pa1], theorem 3.3 it descends to
the moduli space Mpar. The section θF∗F∗ is SL(P (n))-invariant, thus it descends
to a section of Lpar⊗h, that will be called parabolic theta function (of order h) as-
sociated with the parabolic bundle F∗.
5. Zeroes of parabolic theta functions
Let E∗ be a semistable parabolic bundle onX at I, of rank r, trivial determinant,
multiplicities ((ni(p))p∈I) and weights ((dj(p))p∈I , k). For a parabolic bundle F∗ on
X at I, of rank ℓk, slope µ(E∗) + g − 1, multiplicities ((ℓd1(p), . . . , ℓdlp−1(p), ℓ(k −
lp−1∑
i=1
di(p)))p∈I) and same weights as E∗, the parabolic theta function associated
with F∗ is zero at the point ofM
par represented by E∗, if and only if Hom(E∗, F∗) =
H0(Hom(E∗, F∗)) 6= {0}. Let dlp(p) = k −
lp−1∑
i=1
di(p) and let M
′par
ℓ denote the
moduli space of equivalence classes of semistable parabolic bundles F∗, with which
we can associate parabolic theta functions of order ℓ. Recall that its dimension is
given by
dim(M
′par
ℓ ) = (ℓk)
2(g − 1) +
∑
p∈I
dℓd1(p),...,ℓdlp(p) + 1.
Let r′′ be an integer such that 0 < r′′ ≤ r and let Er′′ denote the family of
isomorphism classes of stable parabolic bundles F∗ such that there is a morphism
ϕ∗ : E∗ → F∗ of rank r′′. We prove in this section that whenever ℓ ≥ r′′(r − r′′)
and ℓ ≥ r
k
, then
dim(Er′′) ≤ (ℓk)
2(g − 1) +
∑
p∈I
dℓd1(p),...,ℓdlp(p).
This will prove theorem 1.1 since if I 6= ∅ then k ≥ 2 and
sup
0<r′′≤r
{
r′′(r − r′′),
r
k
}
≤
[
r2
4
]
.
Then there exists a nonempty open subset U of the moduli space M
′par
ℓ , such that
for all F∗ representing a point of U it is Hom(E∗, F∗) = 0.
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5.1. Images of parabolic morphisms.
Let ϕ∗ : E∗ → F∗ be a morphism. The image of ϕ is a quotient bundle of E,
denote it by V = Im(ϕ) and let V∗ be the induced parabolic structure via the quo-
tient morphism E∗ ։ V . The subbundle V
′ of F generated by V inherits a natural
parabolic structure as well, via the injective morphism to F∗. We want to compare
these two induced parabolic structures. Note that, if the support of the quotient
sheaf V ′/V does not intersect the parabolic subset I, the two parabolic structures
necessarily have the same multiplicities.
Suppose for simplicity that I = {p} and let n′i = deg(V
′
αi−1
/V ′αi) be the multiplic-
ities of the parabolic structure induced on V ′ by F∗ and n
′′
i = deg(Vαi−1/Vαi) be
the multiplicities induced on V by E∗.
Proposition 5.1. With these notations, it is
deg(V ) +
1
k
∑
j
(r′′ − r′′j )dj ≤(5)
deg(V ) +
1
k
∑
j
(r′′ − r′j)dj ≤ deg(V
′) +
1
k
∑
j
(r′′ − r′j)dj .
In particular, the following inequality holds
deg(V∗) ≤ deg(V
′
∗).
Proof: We are actually going to prove that deg(V/Vαi) ≥ deg(V
′/V ′αi), for all
i = 1, . . . , l. In fact, this inequality can be rewritten as
r′′i =
∑
j≤i
n′′j ≥ r
′
i =
∑
j≤i
n′j,
for all i. The underlying vector bundle V ′ is the saturation of V in F and so
deg(V ) ≤ deg(V ′). From these facts inequalities (5) follow.
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and denote αi = α. The morphism ϕ is parabolic, so
Vα ∼= Im(ϕα) and the diagram (6) commutes. From this we deduce the com-
mutative diagram (7), hence a morphism jα : Vα → V ′ ×F Fα ∼= V ′α.
E
ϕ //
&& &&LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
L F
V = Im(ϕ)
+

99rrrrrrrrrrr
Eα
ϕα //
%% %%LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
?
OO
Fα
?
OO
Vα = Im(ϕα)
+

99rrrrrrrrrr?
OO
(6)
Fα
  // F
Vα
?
OO
  // V  o
  @
@@
@@
@@
@
  // F
V ′
/

>>~~~~~~~~
(7)
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The morphism jα is such that i
α
V ′jα is injective, so it is injective as well. Thus the
cokernel τα has rank zero. Denote by G
′
α = coker (iα) and Gα = coker (V
′
α → Fα)
and let iαG : Gα → G be the morphism of the induced parabolic structure on G.
From the commutativity of the cube, we deduce the morphisms v : τα → τ and
iαG′ : G
′
α → G
′ as well as τα → G
′
α this translates into the diagram (8).
0

0

0

0

0 // V // V ′

// τ

// 0
0 // Vα jα //
/

??~~~~~~~~
V ′α

//
.

>>||||||||
τα

//
>>
0
0 // V // F

// G′ //

0
0 // Vα
/

??~~~~~~~~
// Fα //

.

>>||||||||
G′α
>>
//

0
G

G

Gα
.

==||||||||

Gα
.

==||||||||

0 0
0 0
(8)
By the snake lemma it follows that the morphism τα → G′α is injective and its
cokernel is isomorphic to Gα. These morphisms are such that in the diagram (8)
each horizontal and vertical diagram is commutative. Starting over this process
from the vertical diagram of weight α thus obtained, we can add the corresponding
vetical diagram of weight 1. Now, the first nontrivial horizontal diagram is (9) and
the morphism τ
u
→ τα
v
→ τ is an isomorphism.
This means that u is injective, v is surjective, so
deg(V ′α)− deg(Vα) = deg(τα) ≥ deg(τ) = deg(V
′)− deg(V ),
which is exactly the inequality we wanted to prove.
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0 // V // V ′ // τ // 0
0 // Vα //
?
OO
V ′α //
?
OO
τα //
v
OO
0
0 // V (−p) //
?
OO
V ′(−p) //
?
OO
τ //
u
OO
0
(9)

Remark 5.2. Use the notations for the multiplicities introduced at the end of
the second section, to construct the scheme of parabolic quotients. Then the same
proof shows the following inequalities:
deg(V∗) ≤ deg(V ) + deg(V
′
∗)− deg(V
′) ≤ deg(V ′∗).(10)
5.2. Parabolic extensions.
Let F ′∗, F
′′
∗ be families of parabolic bundles, parametrized by a scheme S. We
want to describe a parameter space for isomorphism classes of nonsplitting parabolic
extensions of type
0 // F ′∗s
// F∗ // F
′′
∗ s
// 0,
for s ∈ S. This is actually a consequence of Lange’s results [Ln], so we just intro-
duce the argument needed to adapt them to the parabolic case.
Let πS be the projection X × S ։ S and RiπS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗) be the higher
direct image sheaves, for i = 0, 1. For s ∈ S, denote by
τ is : R
iπS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗)⊗ k(s)→ H
i(Hom(F ′′∗ s,F
′
∗s))
the natural base change morphism. The condition that τ is is an isomorphism for all
points s ∈ S will be shortened in RiπS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗) commutes with base change.
Let µ : S′ → S be a morphism of schemes and denote by
E∗(S
′) = H0(S′, R1πS′∗Hom(µ
∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗)).
Then E∗ actually is a functor from the category of S-schemes to the category of
sets. In fact, let ν : S′′ → S′ be a morphism of schemes over S. This gives a map
E∗(S
′)→ E∗(S
′′) by composition of the natural map
H0(S′, R1πS′∗Hom(µ
∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗))→ H
0(S′′, ν∗R1πS′∗Hom(µ
∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗))
and the morphism induced in cohomology by the base change morphism
ν∗R1πS′∗Hom(µ
∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗)→ R
1πS′′∗ν
∗Hom(µ∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗).
Since it is ν∗Hom(µ∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗)
∼= Hom(ν∗µ∗F ′′∗ , ν
∗µ∗F ′∗), this gives the morphism
E∗(S
′)→ E∗(S′′).
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Proposition 5.3. ([Ln], proposition 3.1) Suppose that RiπS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗) com-
mutes with base change, for i = 0, 1. Then the functor E∗ is representable by the
bundle associated with the locally free sheaf R1πS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗)
∨.
Let PE∗(S
′) denote the set of invertible quotients
R1πS∗Hom(µ
∗F ′′∗ , µ
∗F ′∗)
∨
։ L.
This defines a functor from the category of S-schemes to the category of sets.
Proposition 5.4. ([Ln], proposition 4.2) Suppose that RiπS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗) com-
mutes with base change, for i = 0, 1. Then the functor PE∗ is representable by the
projective bundle P (R1πS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗)
∨).
This result is applied in the proof of theorem 1.1 in the following way. Suppose
that, for all s ∈ S, there is an isomorphism induced by base change
R1πS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗)⊗ k(s) ∼= H
1(Hom(F ′′∗ s,F
′
∗s))
and H0(Hom(F ′′∗ s,F
′
∗s)) = 0. Then for i = 0, 1 the sheaves R
iπS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗)
commute with base change, the sheaf R1πS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗) is locally free over S and
its fibre over a point s is isomorphic to H1(Hom(F ′′∗ s,F
′
∗s)). By proposition 5.4
the projective bundle associated with the sheaf R1πS∗Hom(F
′′
∗ ,F
′
∗)
∨ parametrizes
isomorphism classes of nonsplitting parabolic extensions of parabolic bundles of the
family F ′′∗ by parabolic bundles of the family F
′
∗.
5.3. Proof of theorem 1.1.
We first prove the theorem for generic weights of ∂0W : suppose that the weights
((dj(p))p∈I , k) do not lie on any Seshadri wall.
Consider the stratification of Er′′ given by the quasi-parabolic invariants of
the images of parabolic morphisms. Let E((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′ be the family of isomor-
phism classes of stable parabolic bundles F∗, such that there exists a morphism
ϕ∗ : E∗ → F∗ for which the vector bundle Im(ϕ) = V has degree d
′′ and the
induced parabolic structure on V ′, the saturation of V in F , has multiplicities
((n′i(p))p∈I). The parabolic morphism ϕ∗ gives rise to a commutative diagram
0

0

0 // V // V ′∗ //

τ //

0
0 // V // F∗ //

G′ //

0
G∗

G

0 0
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and so the exact sequence in the second column is a nonsplitting parabolic extension.
The bundle G∗ has rank ℓk − r′′, parabolic multiplicities
((ℓd1(p)− n
′
1(p), . . . , ℓdlp(p)− n
′
lp
(p))p∈I)
and if t = deg(τ), then deg(G) = deg(F )− (d′′ + t).
Let V ′((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t
be the family of isomorphism classes of parabolic bundles V ′∗
of degree d′′ + t, multiplicities ((n′i(p))p∈I), such that there exists a stable bundle
F∗ and a morphism ϕ∗ : E∗ → F∗ for which Im(ϕ) generates V ′ as a subbundle of
F . Any such bundle is an extension of a torsion sheaf τ of degree t by a quotient
bundle V of E and by inequalities 10 of remark 5.2, if the quotient morphism ϕ
induces the parabolic structure V∗, then it is
deg(V∗) ≤ d
′′ +
1
k
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
n′i(p)dj(p).
Denote by d′′∗ the right hand side of this inequality. This condition implies that the
quotient E ։ Im(ϕ) is a point of a finite union of parabolic strata of the scheme
Quotr′′,d′′(E), that we denote by Q((n′i(p))p∈I),d′′ . More explicitly, it is the union
of those strata that correspond to functions s∗, for which
∫ 0
−1
sαdα ≤ d′′∗ . By the
computation of theorem 3.6, its dimension is bounded by
dim(Q((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′) ≤ r
′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗),(11)
where dr′′,∗ is the minimal parabolic degree of a rank r
′′ quotient bundle of E.
Remark that in the generic case it is τ ∩ I = ∅ and then it is enough to consider
those quotient morphisms of the stratum Quotparr′′,s∗(E∗), corresponding to the fixed
multiplicities ((n′i(p))p∈I). In any case, we draw the following estimate for the
dimension of the family:
dim(V ′((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t
) ≤ r′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗) + tr
′′.
Let G((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t be the family of isomorphism classes of parabolic bundles
G∗ of rank ℓk− r′′, degree ℓk(µ(E∗)+ g− 1)− (d′′+ t) and multiplicities ((ℓdi(p)−
n′i(p))p∈I), which are parabolic quotients of a stable bundle F∗ by a bundle V∗ ∈
V ′((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t
. Consider the family of isomorphism classes of the underlying vec-
tor bundles and denote it by G. This family is bounded. In fact, since any bundle G
of G is quotient of some parabolic stable bundle F∗, if we consider a rank n quotient
bundle G ։ H , there is a constant h(n) such that µ(H) ≥ h(n). This condition
ensures the boundedness of G. Thus there exists a scheme S and a vector bundle H
on X × S such that, for all G of the family G there is an isomorphism G ∼= Hs, for
some s ∈ S. By [BP-Gr-Ne], lemma 4.1, we can suppose that the generic bundle of
the family G is semistable, i.e. dim(G) ≤ (ℓk − r′′)2(g − 1) + 1.
For all p ∈ I, let ιp : {p}×S →֒ X×S denote the inclusion morphism and consider
the bundle in flag varieties
Fp = F lag(ℓd1(p)−n′i(p),...,ℓdlp(p)−n′lp (p))
(ι∗pH).
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Let F denote the fibred product over X × S of the bundles Fp. Recall that its
dimension is given by
dim(F) = dim(S) +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
(ℓdi(p)− n
′
i(p))(ℓdj(p)− n
′
j(p)).
This family parametrizes quasi-parabolic bundles, whose underlying vector bundle
is isomorphic to Hs, for some s ∈ S. Thus G((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t is a bounded family and
moreover it is
dim(G((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t) ≤ (ℓk−r
′′)2(g−1)+1+
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
(ℓdi(p)−n
′
i(p))(ℓdj(p)−n
′
j(p)).
Let E((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t denote the family of isomorphism classes of stable parabolic
bundles F∗, which are parabolic extensions of a bundle G∗ ∈ G((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′,t by a
bundle V ′∗ ∈ V
′
((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′,t
.
Lemma 5.5. Let F∗ be a stable parabolic bundle and
0 // F ′∗
i∗ // F∗
p∗ // F ′′∗ // 0
a parabolic extension. Then Hom(F ′′∗ , F
′
∗) = 0.
Proof: If there were a nonzero parabolic morphism ϕ∗ : F
′′
∗ → F
′
∗, there would be
an endomorphism of F∗, that is i∗ϕ∗p∗ : F∗ → F∗, which is not a multiple of the
identity. 
From this lemma it follows that h0(Hom(G∗, V ′∗)) = 0 and so the dimension of
H1(Hom(G∗, V
′
∗))
∼= Ext1(G∗, V
′
∗) is constant for all V
′
∗ of V
′
((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′,t
and G∗
of G((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′,t. Therefore we can compute the dimension of the first cohomology
group as the opposite of the Euler characteristic:
dim(Ext1(G∗, V
′
∗))
=
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
(ℓdi(p)− n
′
i(p))n
′
j(p)− (ℓk − r
′′)(d′′ + t)
+ r′′(ℓk(g − 1 + µ(E∗))− (d
′′ + t)) + r′′(ℓk − r′′)(g − 1)
= −ℓk(d′′ + t) + 2r′′ℓk(g − 1)− r′′
2
(g − 1) + r′′ℓkµ(E∗)
+
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
(ℓdi(p)− n
′
i(p))n
′
j(p).
Proposition 5.4 then gives the following bound for the dimension of the family of
extensions
dim(E((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′,t)
≤ dim(V ′((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t
) + dim(G((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′,t) + h
1(Hom(G∗, V ′∗))− 1.
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The computation then goes as follows:
dim(E((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′,t)
≤ dim(Q((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′) + r
′′t+ (ℓk − r′′)2(g − 1)
+
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
(ℓdi(p)− n
′
i(p))(ℓdj(p)− n
′
j(p)) + 1− ℓk(d
′′ + t) + r′′ℓkµ(E∗)
+ r′′(2ℓk − r′′)(g − 1) +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
(ℓdi(p)− n
′
i(p))n
′
j(p)− 1
= (ℓk)2(g − 1) + dim(Q((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′) +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ℓdi(p)ℓdj(p)
−
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
n′i(p)ℓdj(p)− ℓkd
′′ + t(r′′ − ℓk) + r′′ℓkµ(E∗)
= (ℓk)2(g − 1) +
∑
p∈I
dℓd1(p),...,ℓdlp(p) + t(r
′′ − ℓk) + dim(Q((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′)
− ℓ(kd′′ +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
n′i(p)dj(p)−
r′′
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p)).
The right hand side of the inequality should be read as
dim(M
′par
ℓ )− 1 + t(r
′′ − ℓk) + dim(Q((n′
i
(p))p∈I),d′′)
− ℓ(kd′′ +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
n′i(p)dj(p)−
r′′
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p)).
By assumption it is ℓk ≥ r ≥ r′′ and t ≥ 0, so to prove the theorem it is enough to
show that
dim(Q((n′
i
(p))p∈I ),d′′) ≤
ℓ(kd′′ +
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
n′i(p)dj(p)−
r′′
r
∑
p∈I
∑
i>j
ni(p)dj(p)).
We can rewrite the right hand side as ℓ k(d′′∗ − r
′′µ(E∗)). Thus, by inequality 11 it
will be enough to show that
r′′(r − r′′) + r(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗) ≤ ℓ k(d
′′
∗ − r
′′µ(E∗)),
that we can rewrite as
r′′(r − r′′) ≤ (ℓ k − r)(d′′∗ − dr′′,∗) + ℓ k(dr′′,∗ − r
′′µ(E∗)).(12)
By assumption it is ℓ ≥ r
k
and by remark 5.2 d′′∗ is greater than or equal to the
minimal parabolic degree dr′′,∗. So in order to get inequality 12 it is enough to
show that
r′′(r − r′′) ≤ ℓ k(dr′′,∗ − r
′′µ(E∗)).
This inequality is trivial, when r′′ = r, since in this case both sides are equal to
zero.
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Remark 5.6. Suppose r′′ is strictly less than r. Then it is ℓ ≤ ℓ k(dr′′,∗−r′′µ(E∗)).
In fact, let V be a quotient bundle of rank r′′ and minimal parabolic degree dr′′,∗.
The level k of the parabolic structure is such that kµ(E∗) ∈ Z and moreover
kr′′µ(V∗) = k deg(V∗) is an integer as well. Hence the difference kr
′′(µ(V∗) −
µ(E∗)) is an integer, which is strictly positive since E∗ is stable. Then we draw the
inequality
ℓ ≤ ℓ kr′′(µ(V∗)− µ(E∗)) = ℓ k(dr′′,∗ − r
′′µ(E∗)).
By this remark inequality 12 for the nontrivial case r′′ < r follows from the as-
sumption ℓ ≥ r′′(r− r′′). This finishes the proof of theorem 1.1 for generic weights.
We are left with the case in which the weights ((dj(p))p∈I , k) of the parabolic
structure are on a Seshadri wall and the bundle E∗ is strictly semistable. Let
E∗ = E0∗ ⊃ E1∗ ⊃ · · · ⊃ En∗ ⊃ 0 denote a Jordan-Ho¨lder filtration of E∗, that
is each quotient Eh∗/Eh+1∗ is a stable bundle of parabolic slope µ(E∗). By the
previous computation, for each h there is an open subscheme Uh of the moduli
space M
′par
ℓ such that, for all stable bundle F∗ whose isomorphism class is in Uh,
it is Hom(Eh∗/Eh+1∗, F∗) = 0. Since the moduli space M
′par
ℓ is irreducible, the
open subscheme U = ∩lh=1Uh is nonempty and by definition, for all stable bundle
F∗ whose isomorphism class is in U it is Hom(E∗, F∗) = 0.
This finishes the proof of the theorem.
This bound for the order of base point freeness does not depend on the degree
|I| of the parabolic divisor and extends the result of Popa and Roth for the clas-
sical case as well as the result of Pauly for rank 2 parabolic bundles with generic
parabolic divisor of small degree.
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